Life giving water and a reminder to some of Psalm 23. This may also remind
us of the washing of Jesus feet by the disciples on Maundy Thursday. A
stream is on a journey, as are we. Let us thank God for his mercy and guidance as we travel on our journey, aware that God is with us through all the
twists and turns.

A cottage and a farmhouse
Perhaps isolated, perhaps housing people who are lonely, depressed or suffering mental illness OR perhaps we might see this place as one of retreat,
peace and tranquillity. Our homes provide us with security and protection so
let us remember all those who do not have a home or feel trapped in their
homes at this time. Let us pray also for refugees, asylum seekers and those
living in camps in other parts of our world.

Prayer Walk
Contemplative Prayer whilst
walking in the countryside

Dogs and Horses
Remind us of our relationship with animals and the comfort we can derive
from our pets. We can thank God for all the vets who keep working during
these difficult times, looking after farm and domestic animals. In this context
let us join with our whole nation in giving thanks to those who look after us –
our NHS and all carers and community workers and our residential care
homes and hospices. Let us pray for their continued strength, courage, compassion and safety.

Birds
The early morning and evening songs of birds at this time of year is truly a
joy, reminding us that nature goes on despite the challenges faced by humans and, indeed in the face of all the damage mankind has wrought on the
planet. Let us give thanks to God for the birds of the air (Psalm 8 is very appropriate here); their freedom, their music and the presence of the Holy Spirit as depicted by a dove.

Some thoughts and reflections to guide you
in your own prayers as you walk.

Our Bodies
As we walk we can be mindful of our own bodies, our sensations and our
senses. Let us give thanks for our health and mobility which enables us to
take a walk and remember before God all those who are unable to get out
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also remember the thousands who have had to stop working, those on furlough, the self employed, those working at home in difficult circumstances
and not least of all the hundreds of thousands of volunteers caring for their
local communities.

Lambs

A Tractor

Remind us of the miracle of new life and for some this will also remind us of
Jesus who sometimes referred to himself as the “Lamb of God” and on other
occasions as a shepherd. As we see the lambs seeking out their mothers, we
can give thanks for Mothers and for all who care for us and for others. Let us
also pray for our hard working farmers for whom this lambing season is busy
and tiring and especially if some workers are unable to work at the moment.

Trundles by and a wave is exchanged. Vehicles which usually annoy us driving slowly down our narrow lanes, are suddenly welcome and re-assuring.
We pray for all farm workers recovering from the difficult weather conditions
in the winter and now faced with staff shortages, family challenges, and the
worry of insufficient workers over the coming months to gather harvests usually boosted by a European workforce. We may remember the words of Jesus “The harvest is plentiful but the workers are few”! Let us pray that our
Christian communities’ response to our present situation will help people to
reflect on their own relationship with God.

Shoots and seedlings
In the fields and hedgerows remind us of the miracle of nature – Spring following Winter – hope following hardship – new life following death and for
Christians the joy of resurrection. We can thank God for the cessation of the
excessive rain and flooding during the Autumn and Winter, whilst also remembering those parts of the world where water is in short supply and where
drinking of polluted water causes illness and death.

Vapour trail
Looking up to the sky and noting the lack of aircraft but a single vapour trail
might remind us to pray for all those who are stranded in other parts of the
world and seek to come home. One of the few benefits of this challenging
time is the reduction in air pollution and already we have witnessed improvements in ecological terms – more bees, butterflies, water inhabitants, more
clarity in the night sky. Let us pray that we will learn lessons during this time
and introduce measures which might have lasting benefits.

A Van
Reminding us that many people are still working – bringing us goods and services where possible and trying to maintain essential services. Let us pray for
God’s protection on all key workers and ancillary staff in many areas. Let us

A wave of the hand
From a driver or another walker. Hands that are no longer able to join in welcome but can still be raised in thanks, greeting and prayer. Hands which are
working so hard to care for others – hands that can be used in creative ways
– Jesus laid his hands on people and healed them. This may remind us to
wash them frequently to protect ourselves and others. Let us give thanks to
all those whose hands bring healing and pray for their protection.

A Church tower
On the horizon – a poignant reminder that we can at present not worship or
seek solace in our churches, but a reminder that God is with us wherever we
are. Church is about the people not the buildings but let us pray that when
our church buildings are able to open again, we may see many more people
coming to give their thanks to God in whatever way is appropriate. Meanwhile
we give thanks for the many different ways we can worship especially through
the internet and social media.

A Stream

